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FitchRatings
Fitch Affirms Dominion Resources & Subs; Dominion Gas
Holdings' Outlook Revised to Negative

Fitch Ratings-New York-03 May 2017: Fitch Ratings has atfirmed the 'BBB+'
lssuer Default Rating (lDR) of Dominion Resources, lnc. (DRl) and the 'A-'
lDRs of DRI subsidiaries Virginia Electric and Power Co. (VEPCo), Dominion
Gas Holdings, LLC (DGH), and Questar Gas Company (Questar). Fitch has
also affirmed the companies' debt instrument ratings as listed at the end of
this release. The Rating Outlook for DRl, VEPCo, and Questar is Stable. The
Rating Outlook for DGH has been revised to Negative from Stable.

The Negative Outlook for DGH reflects leverage that remained elevated at
the end of 2016 as a result of management's previous strategy to move debt
from corporate parent DRI to DGH to achieve a more balanced capital
structure at the parent level. As a result, higher debt levels and recent
variability in DGH's cash flows have resulted in leverage measures that are
high for the rating level. For the year ended Dec. 31,2016, DGH adjusted
debt/EBITDAR of 4.8 is materially above Fitch's previously stated rating
sensitivity of 3.75x. FFO adjusted leverage for the same period is 5.7x versus
prior sensitivity of 4.25x. While Fitch expects some organic improvement in

DGH's metrics, DRI may need to adjust financial policies to keep DGH's
credit measures commensurate with the current ratings.

KEY RATING DRIVERS FOR DRI

Diversified Asset Base: DRI owns a large portfolio of utility, power, midstream
and other energy assets that provides a diversified and stable source of
earnings and cash flow. DRI's financial strength is currently anchored by

VEPCO, a large integrated electric utility. However, VEPCOs percentage of
DRI's earnings and cash flow will decrease over time due to DRI's
significantly expanding gas infrastructure business.

Large Capex Plan: Fitch expects DRI's business risk profile to be elevated for
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the next few years, reflecting the construction risks associated with va OUS

large-scale projects, including the Cove Point liquefied natural gas (LNG)

export facility, which is expected to enter service in late 2017. Timely
execution of major projects are important drivers for the expected parent-level

debt reduction, given expected cash flow and in some cases, asset sale
proceeds from drops to affiliated master limited partnership (MLP).

Parent-Level Debt: The percentage of DRI parent-level debt is high, reflecting
the prior centralized funding strategy for all subsidiaries and operations
except VEPCo, DGH, and the recently acquired Questar. DRI level debt
currently accounts for approximately 50% of consolidated indebtedness.
While there are significant cash flows generated by the DR|-directly held

assets, large capital projects have resulted in elevated leverage on a both a

consolidated and deconsolidated basis. Fitch expects management to adhere
to stated goal of reducing DRI level debt to 30o/o-40% of total indebtedness by

2020.

Financial Profile: Consolidated leverage is high for the rating level but should
gradually lmprove over the next several years as DRI realizes anticipated
earnings contributions from projects currently under construction and

expected sizeable asset drops to its MLP. Fitch expects that DRI

consolidated 2016 debt/EBITDAR of 6.3x will improve dramatically as assets
become operational. As such, consolidated leverage will likely fall to 4.6x by

the end of the forecast period and funds flow from operations (FFO) leverage
return to just below 5.0x from the current 6.4x,

Cash Flow Subordination: The creation of DM and subsequent IPO in 2014
provided DRI another vehicle to raise capital and mon etize existing assets
and investments. The MLP structure offers greater tax efficiency since
earnings are not subject to corporate taxation and potentially a lower cost of
capital. With its general partner interest, DRI participates in growth at the
MLP through incentive distribution rights. DRI owns 100% of the general
partner interest and 51 o/o of the limited partnership units (of Dec. 31 , 2016).
While asset drops to DM is expected to be the key driver to DR|-level debt
reduction, it adds a level of cash flow subordination and corporate complexity

KEY RATING DRIVERS FOR VEPCO
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Strong Credit Profile
VEPCo's current and projected credit metrics are supportive of the ratings.

Fitch forecasts adjusted debt/EBITDAR to approximate 3.4x over the next few
years, funds flow from operations (FFO) lease-adjusted leverage 3.5x, and
FFO fixed-charge coverage to remain above 6.0x. By comparison, these
figures were 3.1x, 3.3x and 6.4x, respectively, for the latest 1 2 months (LTM)

ended Dec. 31,2016.

Constructive Regulatory Environment
Fitch considers the regulatory environment in Virginia and North Carolina to
be constructive, due largely to rider mechanisms that provide timely cost
recovery of invested capital, including incentive returns on certain generation
projects. ln Virginia, VEPCo's primary regulatory jurisdiction, adjustment
clauses are in place to recover costs for new generation projects, FERC-
approved tra nsmission costs, envi ron mental com pl iance, energy efficiency
and renewable energy programs.

Large Capex Plan
Capex is expected to remain elevated over the forecast period. The timely
cost recovery mechanisms available to VEPCo soften the financial strain of
funding the capex plan. Capex (including nuclear fuel) aggregates $8.5 billion

over 2017-2019, including a peak of $2.9 billion in 2018, compared with $8.7
billion over the prior three year forecast. Approximately twothirds of the
capex is growth-related and the remainder is maintenance. Fitch's forecast
assumes timely execution of the capital plan and that funding will be

managed to maintain a balanced capital structure.

Biennial Review Suspension
Legislation enacted in Virginia in February 2015 suspends biennial reviews
after 2015 until2022 and freezes base rates through 2019. Fitch considers
the impact to be credit neutral. During the rate-freeze period rider
mechanisms remain in place and VEPCo can retain any earnings in excess
of its authorized return on equity of 10o/o. VEPCo is at risk for unexpected
storm costs and increased operating and capital costs not subject to rider
mechanisms. The 2022 biennial review will address rates in 2020 and 2021.
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Favorable Service Territory Demographics
A large government and military presence tends to limit economic and sales
volatility. ln addition, VEPCo's service territory has experienced strong growth

of data centers due in large measure to its proximity to Washington, D.C. and

high-capacity fiber networks. The service area also benefits from an attractive
climate and sound economy that drives residential customer groMh.

KEY RATING DRIVERS FOR DGH

Stable and Diverse Operations: The majority of DGH's earnings and cash

flow comes from pipeline subsidiary Dominion Transmission and LDC

Dominion East Ohio. DGH's transmission and distribution entities benefit from
long-term transportation contracts, strategic location and supportive federal
and state regulation. Other DGH businesses with a somewhat higher risk
profile are the storage, gathering and processing of natural gas and the sale
of natural gas liquids (NGL). Commodity price risk from NGL sales and

recontracting, volumetric and counterparty risk are primary credit concerns.

Well-Situated Assets: DGH's assets are well positioned to benefit from the
significant supply groMh in the Marcellus and Utica shale basins. The supply
growth is driving increased investment in new pipeline projects that earn
relatively attractive Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)

authorized returns. DGH also has entered into a number of farm-out
transactions that generate additional revenue from lease acquisition
payments and potentially long{erm royalty streams.

Large Capex Plan: Fitch expects capex to remain elevated and front-end
loaded over the next three years, given the large number of groMh projects

undenruay or anticipated, plus the pipeline infrastructure and replacement
program at Dominion East Ohio (DEO) and maintenance capex. The
investments are largely related to market access and producer outlet projects

to support the expanding gas production in Marcellus and Utica. Ratings
assume capex will be funded in a manner to support a balanced capital
structure.

Elevated Leverage: Higher debt balances from capex spending and variability
in DGH's cash flows have resulted in leverage measures that are high for the
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rating level. Leverage remained elevated at the end of 2016 as a resu

management's previous strategy to move debt from corporate parent DRI to
DGH and to achieve a more balanced capital structure at the parent level. For
the year ended Dec. 31, 2016, DGH adjusted debt/EBITDAR of 4.8 is
materially above Fitch's previously stated rating sensitivity of 3.75x. FFO

adjusted leverage for the same period is 5.7x versus prior sensitivity of 4.25x.
While Fitch expects some organic improvement in DGH's metrics, DRI may

need to adjust financial policies (e.9. payment of dividends to DRI) to keep
DGH's credit measures commensurate with current ratings.

Natural Gas Price Environment: Although direct commodity price exposure is

limited, low prices for natural gas and NGL and associated curtailment of
third-party drilling has an adverse effect on transportation volumes, on the
value of NGL and consequently on DGH's earnings and cash flow. The low-
price environment also has the potential to reduce future pipeline investments
and anticipated earnings growth.

KEY RATING DRIVERS FOR QUESTAR

Low Risk Business Profile: Questar is a local gas distribution utility serving
customers in Utah, Wyoming, and ldaho. The majority of the company's
customers are located in the state of Utah, which continues to experience
significant growth. Questar's customer count increased by 1.7% in 2016, and
is expected to continue to increase over the forecast period in line with Utah's
economic growth.

Limited Regulatory Risk: Utah has implemented numerous rider mechanisms
(including weather normalization, revenue decoupling, infrastructure
replacement, and purchased gas adjustment) that serve to reduce regulatory
lag and stabilize credit metrics. ROEs granted in Utah are generally in line

with the industry averages. As a result of the Utah and Wyoming
commissions' approval of the acquisition by DRl, Questar is currently
precluded from filing a base rate case in Utah before July 2019 and in
Wyoming from filing a general rate case with an effective date early than

January 2020.

Strong Financial Metrics: Credit measures are in-line with current rating level
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The company's numerous riders help offset potential impact from theag
to stay out provisions. Additionally, Dominion's agreement to maintain

Questar' total equity/total capitalization at a minimum of 48% (thru Dec. 2019)
underpins Questar's credit quality.

Manageable Capital Expenditures: Like most gas utilities, Questar has

experienced increasing capital expenditures for growth, reliability, and

infrastructure upgrades. As part of the merger approval, Questar and DRI

committed to spending the following capital expenditures to maintain and

improve Questar' facilities: $ZOg million in 2017, $208 million in 2018, and

$ZSS million in 2019, Any variances to this plan are to be supported by

Questar in its next general rate case. While the elevated capital expenditures
exert some pressure on Questar's credit metrics, ratios are expected to

remain in line with its current rating level.

DRI Ownership: As of September 2016, Questar is an indirect subsidiary of
DRl. Questar benefits from numerous ringfencing provisions in the merger
approval, including separate books and records, separate legal entity, and
DRI's commitment to maintain minimum 48o/o total equity/total capitalization at

Questar thru Dec 2019. DRI also committed to using reasonable efforts to
maintain credit metrics consistent with strong investment-grade credit ratings
(i.e. targeting'A' range.)

Liquidity: Questar has adequate liquidity. As a result of the acquisition by D,

Questar was added as a borrower on DRI's two credit facilities which total

$5.5 billion. While Questar'sublimit is set initially at $250 million it can be

revised as needed. As per the Utah merger agreement, DRI has agreed that
it will provide Questar with access to no less than $750 million in short-term
debt or commercial paper programs.

KEY ASSUMPTIONS

Fitch's key assumptions within the rating case for DRI include:

-Growth capex will remain elevated through 2019;
--VEPCo's base rates remain frozen through 2019;
--VEPCO annual sales groMh of 1%in2017 and 1.5% thereafter;
--Maintenance of VEPCO, DGH, and Questar's capital structures inline with
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regulatory capital structures (approximately 50%);
--Cove Point will enter commercial operations by the end of 2017'
--Cove Point will be fully dropped into DM by 2020, with significant amount of
proceeds used to reduce DRI level debt to 30%-40o/o of consolidated debt.

Fitch's key assumptions within the rating case for VEPCo include
--Base rate freeze through 2019;
--Annual sales growth of 1o/o in 2017 and 1.5o/o thereafter;
--Continuation of existing rider mechanism;
--Timely execution of capex plan.

Fitch's key assumptions within the rating case for DGH include:
--Timely execution of capital plan;

--Maintenance of a balanced capital structure;
--Reduction of leverage to levels commensurate with current ratings
--No meaningful increase in commodity exposure.

Fitch's key assumptions within the rating case for Questar include:
--Annual customer growth of 2.3o/o;

--Capital expenditures of $209 million in 2017, $208 million in 2018, and $Zgg
million in 2019;
--General rate case filings in Utah and Wyoming in 2H19.

RATING SENSITIVITIES

DRI

Positive Rating Action: Positive rating action is not expected at this time given

the large capital investment plan and high consolidated leverage. However,

ratings could be upgraded if adjusted debt to EBITDAR falls below 3.5x and
FFO lease-adjusted leverage below 4.25x on a sustainable basis.

Negative Rating Action: Ratings could be downgraded if there are substantial
cost overruns or delays in completing the Cove Point LNG export project.

Additionally, ratings could be downgrades if significant proceeds from asset
drops to DM are not used to reduce parent level debt. Weaker earnings,
lower dividends from VEPCo, or FFO-adjusted leverage above 5.0x on a
sustained basis could also lead to negative rating action.
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VEPCo
Positive Rating Action: A positive rating action is not expected in the near
future given the large capex plan and rate freeze. However, ratings could be

upgraded if Fitch were to expect adjusted debt/EBITDAR to fall below 3.3x
and FFO lease-adjusted leverage below 3.5x on a sustainable basis.

Negative Rating Action: An increase in adjusted debt/EBITDAR above 3.5x
and FFO-adjusted leverage above 4.3x on a sustainable basis could lead to a
downgrade. While not anticipated, a significant shift in existing regulatory
support in Virginia could lead to a negative rating action. A downgrade of two
notches or more at DRI would also likely trigger a downgrade of VEPCo
under Fitch's parent and subsidiary linkage criteria.

DGH
Positive Rating Action: Positive rating action is not expected at this time,
given DGH's Negative Outlook. However, ratings could be upgraded if
adjusted debt/EBITDAR falls below 3.25x and FFO lease adjusted leverage
below 3.5x on a sustainable basis.

Negative Rating Action: Ratings could be downgrade if Fitch does not see
improvement in expected metrics in line with our prior stated thresholds of
debt/EBITDAR above 3.75x and FFO adjusted leverage above 4.25x. A
downgrade of two notches or more at DRI would also likely trigger a

downgrade of DGH under Fitch's parent and subsidiary linkage criteria.

Questar
Positive Rating Action: Positive rating action is not expected in the near term
given Questar' current metrics and minimal geographic diversity.

Negative Rating Action: Negative rating action would be considered if
Questar' adjusted Debt/EBITDAR is above 4.0x on a consistent basis.

Significant credit degradation of DRI's credit quality could also result in

negative rating action. A downgrade of two notches or more at DRI would
also likely trigger a downgrade of Questar under Fitch's parent and subsidiary
linkage criteria.
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LIQUIDITY

Fitch considers DRI to have adequate liquidity. On Nov. 10,2016, DRl, along

with DRl, VEPCO, DGH, and Questar entered into a $5 billion amended and

restated revolving credit agreement (core facility) and a $SOO million letter of
credit facility. ln addition to direct borrowing, the two credit facilities support
the issuance of CP. Both credit facilities mature in April 2020. As of Dec. 31,

2016, DRI has $2.3 billion of unused capacity under its credit facilities.

FULL LIST OF RATING ACTIONS

Fitch has affirmed the following ratings with a Stable Outlook

Dominion Resources, Inc.

--Long-term IDR at'BBB+';
--Senior unsecured debt at'BBB+';
--Junior subordinated at'BBB';
--Enhanced junior subordinated at'BBB-';
--Trust preferred at'BBB-';
--Shortterm I DR at'F2' ;

--Commercial paper al'F2' .

Virginia Electric and Power Co.

--lDR at'A-';
--Senior secured debt and revenue bonds at'A+',
--Senior unsecured debt and revenue bonds at'A'/'F2';
--Shortterm I DR at'F2' ;

--Commercial Paper at'F2'.

Questar Gas;
--lDR at'A-';
--Senior unsecured debt at'A'
--Shortterm I DR at'F2' ;

--Commercial Paper at'F2'.

Fitch has affirmed the following ratings
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Dominion Gas Holdings, LLC
--lDR at'A-';
--Senior unsecured debt at'A-';
--Short-term I DR at'F2' ;

--Commercial Pap er at'F2' .

The Rating Outlook is revised to Negative from Stable.

Fitch has withdrawn the following ratings:

Consolidated Natural Gas Co. (debt assumed by Dominion Resources.)
--IDR .BBB+'.

Contact:

Primary Analyst
Barbara Chapman, CFA
Senior Director
+1-646-582-4886

Fitch Ratings, Inc.

33 Whitehall Street
New York, NY 10004

Secondary Analyst
Shalini Mahajan, CFA
Managing Director
+1-212-908-0351

Committee Chairperson
Philip W. Smyth, CFA
Senior Director
+1-212-908-0531

Date of Relevant Rating Committee: May 1,2017

Media Relations: Alyssa Castelli, New York, Tel: +1 (212) 908 0540, Email:

alyssa.castell i@fitch ratin gs. com.
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Additional information is available on www.fitchratings.com

Applicable Griteria
Criteria for Rating Non-Financial Corporates (pub. 10 Mar 2017)
( h tt ps : //www. f itch rati n g s. co m/s ite/rel8 9 54 93 )

Additional Disclosu res
Dodd-Frank Rating lnformation Disclosure Form
(https : //www. f itch rati n g s. com/site/d od d-fran k-d isclos u re/1 023 1 03)

Solicitation Status (https://unnnrv.fitchratings.com/sitelprl1023103#solicitation)
E nd o rse me nt Po I icy (https : //www. fitch rati n g s. co m/reg u lato ry)

ALL FITCH CREDIT RATINGS ARE SUBJECT TO CERTAIN LIMITATIONS
AND DISCLAIMERS. PLEASE READ THESE LIMITATIONS AND
DISCLAIMERS BY FOLLOWING THIS LINK:

HTTPS :/AffWW. F ITC H RATI N GS. CO M/U N D E RSTAN D I N GC RE D ITRATI NGS
(https://wranru.fitchratings.com/understandingcreditratings). lN ADDITION,
RATING DEFINITIONS AND THE TERMS OF USE OF SUCH RATINGS
ARE AVAILABLE ON THE AGENCY'S PUBLIC WEB SITE AT
\ A//W. F ITC H RATI NGS. CO M. (https ://wunru.fitch rati n gs. com). PU B Ll SH ED

RATINGS, CRITERIA, AND METHODOLOGIES ARE AVAILABLE FROM

THIS SITE AT ALL TIMES. FITCH'S CODE OF CONDUCT,
CONFIDENTIALITY, CONFLICTS OF INTEREST, AFFILIATE FIREWALL,
COMPLIANCE, AND OTHER RELEVANT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
ARE ALSO AVAILABLE FROM THE CODE OF CONDUCT SECTION OF

THIS SITE. DIRECTORS AND SHAREHOLDERS RELEVANT INTERESTS
ARE AVAILABLE AT
H TT P S : /A//\AAff . F I TC H RAT I N G S . C O M/S I T E/R E G U LATO RY
(https://rnnrvw.fitchratings.com/site/regulatory). FITCH MAY HAVE PROVIDED
ANOTHER PERMISSIBLE SERVICE TO THE RATED ENTITY OR ITS

RELATED THIRD PARTIES. DETAILS OF THIS SERVICE FOR RATINGS
FOR WHICH THE LEAD ANALYST IS BASED IN AN EU-REGISTERED
ENTITY CAN BE FOUND ON THE ENTITY SUMMARY PAGE FOR THIS
ISSUER ON THE FITCH WEBSITE.
CopyrightG_2017 by Fitch Ratings, lnc., Fitch Ratings Ltd. and its
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subsidiaries. 33 Whitehall Street, NY, NY 10004. Telephone: 1-800-

4824, (212) 908-0500. Fax: (212) 480-4435. Reproduction or retransmission
in whole or in part is prohibited except by permission. All rights reserved. ln

issuing and maintaining its ratings and in making other reports (including

forecast information), Fitch relies on factual information it receives from
issuers and underwriters and from other sources Fitch believes to be

credible. Fitch conducts a reasonable investigation of the factual information
relied upon by it in accordance with its ratings methodology, and obtains
reasonable verification of that information from independent sources, to the

extent such sources are available for a given security or in a given
jurisdiction. The manner of Fitch's factual investigation and the scope of the
third-party verification it obtains will vary depending on the nature of the rated

security and its issuer, the requirements and practices in the jurisdiction in

which the rated security is offered and sold and/or the issuer is located, the
availability and nature of relevant public information, access to the
management of the issuer and its advisers, the availability of pre-existing

third-party verifications such as audit reports, agreed-upon procedures

letters, appraisals, actuarial reports, engineering reports, legal opinions and

other reports provided by third parties, the availability of independent and

competent third- party verification sources with respect to the particular

security or in the particular jurisdiction of the issuer, and a variety of other
factors. Users of Fitch's ratings and reports should understand that neither an

enhanced factual investigation nor any third-party verification can ensure that
all of the information Fitch relies on in connection with a rating or a report will
be accurate and complete. Ultimately, the issuer and its advisers are
responsible for the accuracy of the information they provide to Fitch and to
the market in offering documents and other reports. In issuing its ratings and

its reports, Fitch must rely on the work of experts, including independent
auditors with respect to financial statements and attorneys with respect to
legal and tax matters. Further, ratings and forecasts of financial and other
information are inherently foruard-looking and embody assumptions and
predictions about future events that by their nature cannot be verified as
facts. As a result, despite any verification of current facts, ratings and
forecasts can be affected by future events or conditions that were not
anticipated at the time a rating or forecast was issued or affirmed.
The information in this report is provided "as is" without any representation or
warranty of any kind, and Fitch does not represent or warrant that the report
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or any of its contents will meet any of the requirements of a recipient e

report. A Fitch rating is an opinion as to the creditworthiness of a security.
This opinion and reports made by Fitch are based on established criteria and

methodologies that Fitch is continuously evaluating and updating. Therefore,
ratings and reports are the collective work product of Fitch and no individual,

or group of individuals, is solely responsible for a rating or a report. The rating

does not address the risk of loss due to risks other than credit risk, unless

such risk is specifically mentioned. Fitch is not engaged in the offer or sale of
any security. All Fitch reports have shared authorship. lndividuals identified in

a Fitch report were involved in, but are not solely responsible for, the opinions
stated therein. The individuals are named for contact purposes only. A report
providing a Fitch rating is neither a prospectus nor a substitute for the
information assembled, verified and presented to investors by the issuer and
its agents in connection with the sale of the securities. Ratings may be

changed or withdrawn at any time for any reason in the sole discretion of
Fitch. Fitch does not provide investment advice of any sort. Ratings are not a

recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any security. Ratings do not comment
on the adequacy of market price, the suitability of any security for a particular

investor, or the tax-exempt nature or taxability of payments made in respect
to any security. Fitch receives fees from issuers, insurers, guarantors, other
obligors, and undenvriters for rating securities. Such fees generally vary from
US$1,000 to US$750,000 (or the applicable currency equivalent) per issue. In

certain cases, Fitch will rate all or a number of issues issued by a particular

issuer, or insured or guaranteed by a particular insurer or guarantor, for a
single annual fee. Such fees are expected to vary from US$10,000 to

US$1,500,000 (or the applicable currency equivalent). The assignment,
publication, or dissemination of a rating by Fitch shall not constitute a consent
by Fitch to use its name as an expert in connection with any registration
statement filed under the United States securities laws, the Financial
Services and Markets Act of 2000 of the United Kingdom, or the securities
laws of any particular jurisdiction. Due to the relative efficiency of electronic
publishing and distribution, Fitch research may be available to electronic
subscribers up to three days earlier than to print subscribers.
For Australia, New Zealand, Taiwan and South Korea only: Fitch Australia
Pty Ltd holds an Australian financial services license (AFS license no.

337123) which authorizes it to provide credit ratings to wholesale clients only.
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Credit ratings information published by Fitch is not intended to be us
persons who are retail clients within the meaning of the Corporations Act
2001

Solicitation Status

Fitch Ratings was paid to determine each credit rating announced in this
Rating Action Commentary (RAC) by the obligatory being rated or the issuer,
underwriter, depositor, or sponsor of the security or money market instrument
being rated, except for the following:

Endorsement Policy - Fitch's approach to ratings endorsement so that
ratings produced outside the EU may be used by regulated entities within the
EU for regulatory purposes, pursuant to the terms of the EU Regulation with
respect to credit rating agencies, can be found on the EU Regulatory
Disclosures (https://wunru.fltchratings.com/regulatory) page. The endorsement
status of all International ratings is provided within the entity summary page

for each rated entity and in the transaction detail pages for all structured
finance transactions on the Fitch website. These disclosures are updated on

a daily basis.
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